January 9, 2022

Regional Memorandum

RESCHEDULING OF THE WORKSHOP ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONTEXTUALIZED KEY STAGE 1 LEARNING RESOURCES FOR QUARTER 4

To 
Schools Division Superintendents

1. This Office through the Curriculum and Learning Management Division (CLMD) announces that the RM No. 3, s. 2022 entitled Workshop on the Development Contextualized Key Stage 1 Learning Resources for Quarter 4 which is scheduled January 11-16, 2022 will be moved on January 24-28, 2022.

2. Other information indicated in RM No. 3, s. 2022 are still in effect.

3. Strict compliance to this memorandum is desired.

FRANCIS CESAR B. BRINGAS
Regional Director

clmd/frmo
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